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WHO WE ARE
Hendersons Educational Services specialises in exam preparation, and assists students in gaining entry
into Victorian Primary and Secondary schools. We are a company founded, owned and operated by
teachers since 1990, providing individualised support to thousands of students as they strive to achieve
academic excellence.
We offer a broad range of workshops and courses, the majority of which assist students in gaining
entry to selective high schools and scholarship programs. These programs are designed to provide
students with the skills specific to entry exams, such as how to answer questions quickly and find
patterns in questions. They are therefore not designed to assist with classroom learning.
Hendersons does offer more general classroom support via group skills and enrichment workshops and
individual tuition. These programs aim to raise students’ skills in both Maths and English. These are
NOT focused on exam preparation.
Hendersons programs include, but are not limited to the following;
•  Exam preparation for entry into:
		
o Scholarship programs
		
o Select entry high schools
		
o Private and independent schools
		
o Accelerated learning programs
		
o High achieving programs
•  General exam tips and techniques
•  Practice exams
•  Skills and enrichment programs for high achieving students
•  Educational assessments
•  One on one tutoring
•  Portfolio preparation techniques
•  Interview skills for scholarship and Principal’s discretionary interviews
Please see our website for a full list of programs, program outlines, dates, times and prices. Please
note, additional programs are added throughout the year so please keep an eye on your email inbox
for regular workshop updates that may be of interest to you.
Hendersons offers programs that are short and succinct based on research that shows that the first
ten hours of study, when held close together, enables the greatest amount of learning to take place.
E.g. Intensive Course Delivery Mode [Pedagogical Possibilities for the Professions] The University
of Adelaide SA. In addition to this, the close proximity of our classes enables our teachers an
unprecedented opportunity to analyse errors which may otherwise be dismissed as simple slips.
All Hendersons teaching staff are experienced and highly qualified teachers. They are carefully
selected to ensure our philosophy and exemplary teaching standards are maintained. We train all our
teachers in the delivery of our specially designed programs, which are written by ourselves.
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HOW SCHOOLS SELECT STUDENTS
EXAMINATION INTAKE
The main entry intakes are for Years 5, 7, 9 determined primarily by student performance in a
formal examination.
•The earliest scholarship exams for 2020 entry to Victorian private schools are scheduled for
October and November 2018, but most will be held between February and April 2019.  
•Examinations for Year 7 entry to Victorian government schools are usually held in April/             
May but this is subject to change.
•The Melbourne High, Mac Robertson Girl’s High School, Nossal High School and Suzanne
Cory High School Year 9 entrance examination is usually held in the middle of June.
•The John Monash Science School entrance exam for Year 9 Entry is usually held on the     
second Saturday in June.
Some schools may also request an interview after the examination process to meet with you and
your child. As part of this interview, you may be required to submit an application letter or portfolio.
Should you and your child find yourself in this position, Hendersons provides a service that will
assist you and your child with your preparation.
We must emphasise that it is the independent responsibility of each family to contact the school of
their choice to confirm exam dates and lodge the relevant entry forms.
WHO WRITES THE EXAM FOR EACH SCHOOL
There are a number of companies who write the entrance and scholarship exams for schools (with
the exception of Scotch College and Melbourne Grammar).  For details regarding which school has
which exam, exam dates and enrolment details, contact the following organisations;
•The Australian Council of Educational Research (ACER)
Ph: 8508 9049  www.acer.edu.au
•Academic Assessment Services (AAS)
Ph: 9866 3603 www.academicassessment.com.au
•Edutest™
Ph: 9014 1411 www.edutest.com.au
•Department of Education and Training for the Selective Entry Schools
www.education.vic.gov.au/school/parents/secondary/Pages/selective.aspx
WHAT THE EXAMINATION COVERS
Entrance exams measure a child’s technical skills and knowledge, as they are believed to be a
good indicator of natural ability. The content of these examinations is often based on the following
subjects:
• Mathematic Problem Solving and Reasoning
• Mathematics
• Humanities Comprehension or Reading Comprehension
• Verbal Reasoning
• Numerical Reasoning
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HOW SCHOOLS SELECT STUDENTS
SELECTIVE ENTRY SCHOOLS (Year 9, 10 and 11 entrance)
The State Department of Education uses a centralised selection process to admit students to Melbourne
High School, Mac.Robertson Girls’ High School, Nossal High School and Suzanne Cory High School,
collectively known as the Selective Entry High Schools.
Prior to the entrance examination, you will need to submit an enrolment form, indicating your choice
of the four selective entry schools by order of preference. More details may be obtained from the
Victorian Department of Education.
Students who sit the selective entrance examination are ranked according to their aggregate score, and
places are offered accordingly.
•85% of the Year 9 enrolments are selected from entrance examination results alone.  
•10% of places are allocated according to rank, score and equity considerations.
•5% are selected through a ‘Principal’s discretionary selection category’ . They are invited to
attend an interview with the principal of the school, during which they may be asked to present
a portfolio of achievements.
2017 Select Entry High school Results
Of 460 students that completed Hendersons workshops and practice exams in 2017:
290 students gained a place at their desired school (63%)
School
Melbourne High Mac Robertson Girls Nossal High Suzanne Cory
Total Number of Places
Offered (First Offers &
303
203
180
180
Principal Discretion)
Places Offered to
107
70
68
45
Hendersons Students
Places Offered to
35%
35%
38%
25%
Hendersons Students(%)
ACCELERATED LEARNING PROGRAMS (SEAL Schools)
In 2019, 38 government high schools will offer programs for very able children, designed to
accelerate them through High School and reduce secondary schooling from six years to five years.
Entrance is by competitive examination, interview and teacher reference. A vast number of students
who are selected to partake in this accelerated program will complete all content from Years 7-10 in
three years instead of four.
HIGH ACHIEVERS’ PROGRAMS
Many state secondary schools offer High Achievers’ Programs. These programs give advanced
students the opportunity to engage with likeminded peers, and to extend their learning beyond the
standard curriculum. Entrance to these programs is by competitive examination, interview and teacher
reference.
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ELIGIBLE STUDENTS
Students who gain entry into a scholarship program, select entry school or an accelerated learning
programs tend to be some of the highest achieving students across the state.  In most cases, selective
entry schools select students based solely on results attained in the examination, which equates to
around the top 5% of all students in the state.  
Your child’s NAPLAN results are a good indication of how your child may perfom in these
examinations (please see below to learn how to read your child’s NAPLAN).  
Hendersons offers fast paced, intensive workshops covering content and skills specific to entrance
examinations. These workshops are tailored to suit academically gifted children. We therefore do
not recommend classes to students who sit outside the top 15% on their NAPLAN for both Maths and
English. We have found that students who perform below this level tend to struggle to keep up with the
pace of our workshops, and can become distressed and unenthused to return.

Year 3 NAPLAN RESULTS

Year 5 NAPLAN RESULTS

Year 7 NAPLAN RESULTS

[The recommended level for your child’s results is indicated in the brackets above.]

We appreciate that NAPLAN is simply one indicator of performance, and as such, we offer a 3 hour
assessment to determine your child’s suitability for our programs for parents who require addtional
advice. See page 8 for more details.
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WHICH CLASSES SHOULD I BOOK?
1. DISCUSS
We advise that all parents instigate a discussion with their child’s teacher to gain an insight on the
child’s suitability to both their preferred school and Hendersons programs.
2. SELECT
Choose a list of schools you are applying for and take note of their application deadline and
examination date.
3. RESEARCH
Investigate who writes the entrance/scholarship examination for the school you would like your child to
attend. This information, readily accessible on most school websites, will form the basis of your child’s
enrolment at Hendersons, and determine which classes he/she needs to attend. Please refer to our
recommended packages on pages 8 to 12.
4. BOOK
Use our online booking system at www.hendersons.com.au to select the dates for each workshop and
practice exam you would like to attend. To work out what year level workshops to choose, you simply
have to work out what year level your child will be in 2019. For example if your child is in year 6 in
2019, you would enrol your child into the year 6 workshops. See below for more examples.
Childs’ year
level in 2018

Childs’ year
level in 2019

Applying for 2020 entrance

Recommended workshop level
for exam preparation

3

4

Year 5 entry

4

5

Year 6 entry

5

6

Year 7 entry

Year 6 Workshops

6

7

No entry

See our Skills & Enrichment workshops

7

8

Year 9 entry

Year 8 Workshops

8

9

Year 10 entry

Year 9 Workshops

Year 4 Workshops
(Yr 7 entry for Scotch College or MGS)

Year 5 Workshops

Booking guidelines:
•Ensure you select only the workshops applicable for your child’s year level and the
examination format your child is sitting for. If you are unsure of what to select, please contact
our main office to discuss our recommendations.
•We recommend making your bookings in the few months prior to your actual exam date.
•We do not allow students to sit more than one class a day and recommend that students only
complete one program at a time whilst keeping all practice exams to the very end.
•You only need to attend each workshop once. I.e. You cannot repeat the same workshop.
•You must be able to attend all dates within a workshop. Dates cannot be swapped between
groups.
•Year 4 and 5 students must attend a workshop before attending a practice exam.
•Registration requires a copy of your child’s most recent NAPLAN results and any medical
action plans for your child.
5. CONFIRM AND MAKE PAYMENT
Our staff will receive your booking and send you a confirmation, along with your invoice, once we
have processed your booking. Payment is required at the time of booking. We accept Bpay payments,
bank transfers or credit card payments over the phone.
Please see our terms and conditions on our website for our cancellation policy. Fees may apply and we
require all changes or cancellations to be submitted in writing.
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HENDERSONS SERVICES
EXAM PREPARATION
Mathematics
Our maths workshops focus on problem solving skills and exam techniques. They are not intended to
provide students with additional training in the basic processes of mathematics. Students applying for a
scholarship or entry to a selective school should already be proficient in mathematics.
There are two stages in solving any problem.
Analysis – What is this problem really about?
What data does the question have which may help solve it?
Strategies – The skills that will help to solve the problem.
Reading Comprehension
This course aims to teach students the skills of inferential reading, as well as how to interpret maps,
diagrams, charts and illustrations.
Creative Writing/ Write Creatively
Our emphasis here is on the structure of an essay, the use of expressive language and the way to
respond to an illustration or other prompts.
Analytical Writing/ Opinion Writing/ Write To Inform (incorporating persuasive,
analytical, informative and discussion-based styles of writing)
Our emphasis here is on the organisation of this type of essay, the use of effective language and the
most effective way to express an opinion and substantiate a point of view.
Verbal Reasoning
This course aims to develop the skills required to identify relevant language techniques and
relationships, and to teach students to solve problems using words and language. These tests include
verbal analogies, synonyms, antonyms and logical reasoning.
Numerical Reasoning
The focus of this course is to explore the skills needed to ascertain specific relationships and solve
problems using numbers. These tests include missing numbers, worded problems and logical
reasoning.
Abstract Reasoning
A half-day course to teach our techniques on how to attack and solve these puzzle-like papers.
Science Reasoning
A half-day course to look at examples of questions relating to Science topics, so as to increase
confidence in this style of reasoning.
Writing for Science
This program encourages student to consider the different types of English language used in the context
of science. Students are taught to write about science in a persuasive and analytical manner, and how
to accurately inform an audience about a scientific area of interest. Students also receive guidance on
the correct way of reporting on and analysing an experiment.
Practice Exams
These are fundamental to our program. Every practice exam comes with complete performance
analysis (in a group) with detailed explanations for every answer. We provide you with the most
authentic testing experience outside of the actual exam as students adhere to strict exam conditions.
Results are handed back to students and parents within 15 minutes of the conclusion of the exam with
written explanations. Following comprehensive group analysis, individual consultations with correctors
are available to further discuss feedback for written essays.
We strongly recommend booking at least one practice exam for students to become familiar with
the expectations and time management required. Year 4 and Year 5 students must have completed a
workshop to sit a practice exam.
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HENDERSONS SERVICES
OTHER SERVICES
Skills and enrichment programmes
These small, group based workshops are designed to enhance and improve upon each student’s
existing Maths and English ability. These courses are NOT focused on exam preparation.
Individual tuition
Private tuition for general improvement and extension of school work is available throughout the
school term. Tuition is held after school until 8.30pm at our Hawthorn East office on weeknights
(Fridays excluded). Students book on a term by term basis for one hour sessions during the school
term.
Assessments
If you seek guidance as to whether or not your child should sit a scholarship or entrance exam,
an individual educational assessment at Hendersons will provide some clarity. Our educational
assessment will reveal any specific weaknesses that a student may have in the basic subjects of
reading, writing and mathematics. They take three hours, including up to fifteen minutes feedback
and cost $325.
Interview preparation
Hendersons can assist your child by conducting a one and a half hour mock interview prior to their
real interview. The purpose of this mock interview is to familiarise themselves with the pressure of
an interview situation, and how to respond to common questions with confidence and eloquence. If
required, we can also assist your child to compile all academic and personal achievements into a
portfolio that may be presented to the school or principal on the day of the interview.
Application/ portfolio assistance
Hendersons provides a service that will enhance your child’s entrance application, and ensure that
all their brilliant achievements have been communicated to the school in a clear and comprehensible
format. These appointments, each one hour in duration, are coordinated by some of our most
experienced senior teachers, who will meet with you to discuss and review an existing application
letter.
Essay correction service
For students who have completed one or more of our writing workshops, additional essay topics
are available to purchase and complete at home. Hendersons advises parents to supervise the
completion of these essays, and to impose strict time constraints that replicate those imposed in a
real exam situation. These essays are then posted to a teacher, who corrects and returns the essay
within 48 hours of receiving the essay.
Information sessions
Our information sessions are held across a 90 minute period, and will answer any questions you
may have regarding Hendersons and any of our highly successful academic programs. If your child
is in year 5 or above, we recommend you bring them along to the session. Bookings are essential
and can be made online via our website.
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YEAR 4 PRICES AND PACKAGES
SCHOLARSHIP EXAMS

For students applying for year 5 scholarship entry in 2020.

There are three main companies that write the papers for the various exams on behalf of the schools.
ACER – Australian Council for Educational Research
AAS – Academic Assessment Services and
EDUTEST
Note: It is the independent responsibility of each family to find our which examining body is responsible for
writing the entrance examination to your school of choice. This information is used to determine which of our
workshops your child must attend to fully prepare for his/her scholarship or entrance examination.

RECOMMENDED HENDERSONS PACKAGES
My child is only sitting for one exam format.
Year 4
EduTest
Full package

Year 4
ACER
Full package

Write Creatively $410
Mathematics $410
Reading $205
Verbal Reasoning $205
Numerical Reasoning $205
EduTest practice exam $200

Write Creatively $410
Write to Inform $410
Mathematics $410
Reading $205
ACER practice exam $200
ACER practice exam $200

TOTAL $1 635

TOTAL $1 835

Year 4
AAS
Full package
Write Creatively $410
Write to Inform $410
Mathematics $410
Reading $205
Verbal Reasoning $205
Numerical Reasoning $205
Abstract Reasoning $205
AAS practice exam $200
TOTAL $2 250

My child is sitting for more than one exam format.
Year 4
EduTest & ACER
Full package

Year 4
EduTest & AAS
Full package

Year 4
ACER & AAS
Full package

Year 4
EduTest & ACER & AAS
Full package

Write Creatively $410
Write to Inform $410
Mathematics $410
Reading $205
Verbal Reasoning $205
Numerical Reasoning $205
EduTest practice exam $200
ACER practice exam $200
ACER practice exam $200

Write Creatively $410
Write to Inform $410
Mathematics $410
Reading $205
Verbal Reasoning $205
Numerical Reasoning $205
Abstract Reasoning $205
EduTest practice exam $200
AAS practice exam $200

Write Creatively $410
Write to Inform $410
Mathematics $410
Reading $205
Verbal Reasoning $205
Numerical Reasoning $205
Abstract Reasoning $205
ACER practice exam $200
AAS practice exam $200

TOTAL $2 445

TOTAL $2 450

TOTAL $2 450

Write Creatively $410
Write to Inform $410
Mathematics $410
Reading $205
Verbal Reasoning $205
Numerical Reasoning $205
Abstract Reasoning $205
ACER practice exam $200
AAS practice exam $200
EduTest practice exam $200
TOTAL $2 650
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YEAR 5 PRICES AND PACKAGES
SCHOLARSHIP EXAMS

For students applying for year 6 scholarship entry in 2020.
There are three main companies that write the papers for the various exams on behalf of the schools.
ACER – Australian Council for Educational Research
AAS – Academic Assessment Services
EDUTEST
Note: It is the independent responsibility of each family to find our which examining body is responsible for
writing the entrance examination to your school of choice. This information is used to determine which of our
workshops your child must attend to fully prepare for his/her scholarship or entrance examination.

ENTRANCE EXAMS

For students applying for year 7 entrance for MGS and Scotch College in 2021.
MGS & SCOTCH COLLEGE ENTRANCE- write their own exam format

RECOMMENDED HENDERSONS PACKAGES
My child is only sitting for one exam format.
Year 5
EduTest
Full package

Year 5
ACER
Full package

Write Creatively $410
Mathematics $410
Reading $205
Verbal Reasoning $205
Numerical Reasoning $205
EduTest practice exam $200

Write Creatively $410
Write to Inform $410
Mathematics $410
Reading $205
ACER practice exam $200

TOTAL $1 635

TOTAL $1 635

Year 5
AAS
Full package

Year 5
Scotch & MGS Entrance
Full Package

Write Creatively $410
Write to Inform $410
Mathematics $410
Reading $205
Verbal Reasoning $205
Numerical Reasoning $205
Abstract Reasoning $205
AAS practice exam $200
TOTAL $2 250

Write Creatively $410
Mathematics $410
Reading $205
Verbal Reasoning $205
Numerical Reasoning $205
Abstract Reasoning $205
Entrance practice exam
$200
TOTAL $1 840

My child is sitting for more than one exam format.
Year 5
EduTest & ACER
Full package

Year 5
EduTest & AAS
Full package

Write Creatively $410
Write to Inform $410
Mathematics $410
Reading $205
Verbal Reasoning $205
Numerical Reasoning $205
EduTest practice exam $200
ACER practice exam $200

Write Creatively $410
Write to Inform $410
Mathematics $410
Reading $205
Verbal Reasoning $205
Numerical Reasoning $205
Abstract Reasoning $205
EduTest practice exam $200
AAS practice exam $200

TOTAL $2 245

TOTAL $2 450
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YEAR 6 PRICES AND PACKAGES
SCHOLARSHIP EXAMS

For students applying for year 7 scholarship entry in 2020.
There are three main companies that write the papers for the various exams on behalf of the schools.
ACER – Australian Council for Educational Research
AAS – Academic Assessment Services and
EDUTEST
Note: It is the independent responsibility of each family to find our which examining body is responsible for
writing the entrance examination to your school of choice. This information is used to determine which of our
workshops your child must attend to fully prepare for his/her scholarship or entrance examination.

ENTRANCE EXAMS

For students applying for year 7 entry to a SEAL or High Achiever programs in 2020.
ACER HAST – Australian Council for Educational Research (Higher Ability Selection Test)
EDUTEST
RECOMMENDED HENDERSONS PACKAGES
My child is only sitting for one exam format.
Year 6
EduTest
Full package

Year 6
ACER
Full package

Year 6
AAS
Full package

Year 6
Scotch
Full Package

Year 6
HAST
Full Package

Creative Writing $410
Mathematics $820
Reading $375
Verbal Reasoning $205
Numerical Reasoning $205
EduTest practice exam $200
EduTest practice exam $200

Creative Writing $410
Opinion Writing $410
Mathematics $820
Reading $375
ACER practice exam $200
ACER practice exam $200

Creative Writing $410
Opinion Writing $410
Mathematics $820
Reading $375
Verbal Reasoning $205
Scotch practice exam $200
Scotch practice exam $200

Creative Writing $410
Opinion Writing $410
Mathematics $820
Reading $375
Abstract Reasoning $205
HAST practice exam $200

TOTAL $2 415

TOTAL $2 415

Creative Writing $410
Opinion Writing $410
Mathematics $820
Reading $375
Verbal Reasoning $205
Numerical Reasoning $205
Abstract Reasoning $205
AAS practice exam $200
TOTAL $2 830

TOTAL $2 620

TOTAL $2 420

My child is sitting for more than one exam format.
Yr 6
EduTest & ACER
Full package

Yr6
EduTest & AAS
Full package

Yr6
ACER & AAS
Full package

Yr6
ACER & HAST
Full package

Yr6
EduTest & HAST
Full package

Creative Writing $410
Creative Writing $410
Creative Writing $410
Creative Writing $410
Creative Writing $410
Opinion Writing $410
Opinion Writing $410
Opinion Writing $410
Opinion Writing $410
Opinion Writing $410
Mathematics $820
Mathematics $820
Mathematics $820
Mathematics $820
Mathematics $820
Reading $375
Reading $375
Reading $375
Reading $375
Reading $375
Verbal Reasoning $205
Verbal Reasoning $205
Verbal Reasoning $205
Abstract Reasoning $205 Verbal Reasoning $205
Numerical Reasoning $205 Numerical Reasoning $205 Numerical Reasoning $205 ACER prac exam $200
Numerical Reasoning $205
EduTest prac exam $200 Abstract Reasoning $205 Abstract Reasoning $205 ACER prac exam $200
Abstract Reasoning $205
EduTest prac exam $200 EduTest prac exam $200 ACER prac exam $200
HAST prac exam $200
EduTest prac exam $200
ACER prac exam $200
EduTest prac exam $200 AAS prac exam $200
EduTest prac exam $200
Please
note if there
are two$200
practice exams available we recommend your child sits both.
ACER prac exam
$200
AAS pracexam
HAST prac exam $200
TOTAL $3 225

TOTAL $3 230

Total $3 030

TOTAL $2 820

TOTAL $3 230

Yr 6
EduTest & ACER &
AAS
Full package
Creative Writing $410
Opinion Writing $410
Mathematics $820
Reading $375
Verbal Reasoning $205
Numerical Reasoning $205
Abstract Reasoning $205
ACER prac exam $200
AAS prac exam $200
EduTest prac exam $200
EduTest prac exam $200
TOTAL $3 430
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YEAR 8 PRICES AND PACKAGES
SCHOLARSHIP EXAMS

For students applying for year 9 scholarship entry in 2020.

There are three main companies that write the papers for the various scholarship exams on behalf of the schools.
ACER – Australian Council for Educational Research
AAS – Academic Assessment Services and
EDUTEST
Note: It is the independent responsibility of each family to find our which examining body is responsible for
writing the entrance examination to your school of choice. This information is used to determine which of our
workshops your child must attend to fully prepare for his/her scholarship or entrance examination.

ENTRANCE EXAMS

For students sitting for year 9 entry into Melbourne High, Mac.Robertsons Girls’ High
school, Suzanne Cory and Nossal High in 2020.
SHS - The Education department uses a centralised selection process to admit students to all selective
entry schools for the following school year. We refer to this exam format as the SHS exam (Select entry
High school exams).
RECOMMENDED HENDERSONS PACKAGES
My child is only sitting for one exam format.
Year 8
EduTest
Full package

Year 8
ACER
Full package

Year 8
AAS
Full package

Year 8
Scotch
Full Package

Creative Writing $410
Mathematics $820
Reading $375
Verbal Reasoning $375
Numerical Reasoning $375
EduTest practice exam $200

Creative Writing $410
Analytical Writing $410
Mathematics $820
Reading $375
Science $205
ACER practice exam $200

Creative Writing $410
Analytical Writing $410
Mathematics $820
Reading $375
Verbal Reasoning $375
Numerical Reasoning $375
Abstract Reasoning $205
AAS practice exam $200

Creative Writing $410
Analytical Writing $410
Mathematics $820
Reading $375
Verbal Reasoning $375
Scotch practice exam $200

TOTAL $2 555

TOTAL $2 420

Total $3 170

Total $2 590

Year 8
SHS
Full Package
Creative Writing $410
Analytical Writing $410
Mathematics $820
Reading $375
Verbal Reasoning $375
Numerical Reasoning $375
SHS practice exam $200
SHS practice exam $200
SHS practice exam $200
SHS practice exam $200
Total $3 565

My child is sitting for more than one exam format.
Yr 8
SHS & EduTest
Full package

Yr 8
SHS & ACER
Full package

Yr 8
SHS & AAS
Full package

Creative Writing $410
Analytical Writing $410
Mathematics $820
Reading $375
Verbal Reasoning $375
Numerical Reasoning $375
EduTest practice exam $200
SHS practice exam $200
SHS practice exam $200
SHS practice exam $200

Creative Writing $410
Analytical Writing $410
Mathematics $820
Reading $375
Verbal Reasoning $375
Numerical Reasoning $375
SHS practice exam $200
SHS practice exam $200
SHS practice exam $200
SHS practice exam $200
ACER practice exam $200
Total $3 765

Creative Writing $410
Analytical Writing $410
Mathematics $820
Reading $375
Verbal Reasoning $375
Numerical Reasoning $375
SHS practice exam $200
SHS practice exam $200
SHS practice exam $200
SHS practice exam $200
AAS practice exam $200
Total $3 765

Total $3 565
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YEAR 9 PRICES AND PACKAGES
SCHOLARSHIP EXAMS

For students applying for year 10 scholarship entry in 2020.

There are three main companies that write the papers for the various scholarship exams on behalf of the schools.
ACER – Australian Council for Educational Research
AAS – Academic Assessment Services and
EDUTEST
Note: It is the independent responsibility of each family to find our which examining body is responsible for
writing the entrance examination to your school of choice. This information is used to determine which of our
workshops your child must attend to fully prepare for his/her scholarship or entrance examination.

ENTRANCE EXAMS

For students sitting for year 10 entry into Melbourne High, Mac.Robertsons Girls’ High
school, Suzanne Cory,Nossal High and John Monash Science School in 2020.
SHS - The Education department uses a centralised selection process to admit students to all selective
entry schools for the following school year. We refer to this exam format as the SHS exam (Select entry
High school exams).
JMSS
RECOMMENDED HENDERSONS PACKAGES
My child is only sitting for one exam format.
Year 9
EduTest
Full package

Year 9
ACER
Full package

Creative Writing $410
Mathematics $820
Reading $375
Verbal Reasoning $375
Numerical Reasoning $375
EduTest prac exam $200

Creative Writing $410
Analytical Writing $410
Mathematics $820
Reading $375
Science $205
ACER prac exam $200

TOTAL $2 555

TOTAL $2 420

Year 9
AAS
Full package

Year 9
Scotch
Full Package

Year 9
SHS
Full Package

Yr 9
JMSS
Full Package

Creative Writing $410
Analytical Writing $410
Mathematics $820
Reading $375
Verbal Reasoning $375
Numerical Reasoning $375
Abstract Reasoning $205
AAS prac exam $200
Total $3 170

Creative Writing $410
Analytical Writing $410
Mathematics $820
Reading $375
Verbal Reasoning $375
Scotch prac exam $200

Creative Writing $410
Analytical Writing $410
Mathematics $820
Reading $375
Verbal Reasoning $375
Numerical Reasoning $375
Senior prac exam $200

Writing for Science $410
Mathematics $820
Numerical Reasoning $375
Science $205
Senior prac exam $200

Total $2 590

Total $2 965

Total $2 010

My child is sitting for more than one exam format.
Yr 9
SHS & JMSS
Full Package

Yr 9
SHS & ACER
Full package

Yr 9
SHS & AAS
Full package

Creative Writing $410
Analytical Writing $410
Writing for Science $410
Mathematics $820
Reading $375
Verbal Reasoning $375
Numerical Reasoning $375
Science $205
SHS prac exam $200
JMSS prac exam $200

Creative Writing $410
Analytical Writing $410
Mathematics $820
Reading $375
Science $205
Verbal Reasoning $375
Numerical Reasoning $375
SHS prac exam $200
ACER prac cxam $200

Creative Writing $410
Analytical Writing $410
Mathematics $820
Reading $375
Verbal Reasoning $375
Numerical Reasoning $375
SHS prac exam $200
AAS prac exam $200

Total $3 780

Total $3 370

Total $3 165
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INFORMATION SESSIONS FOR 2018 - 2019
Come and meet us!
A free information session covers exam formats for:
• Scholarships to private schools
• Entry exams to private schools
• Entry to accelerated learning and high achievers’ classes
• Entry to Melbourne High, Mac. Rob, Nossal & Suzanne Cory
• Entry to John Monash Science School
We look at the formats of various exams. Learn how our knowledge can help your children perform at their
best. Sessions last for about an hour, with questions taking the sessions usually to 90 minutes.
If your child is in Year 5 or above, we do suggest you bring your child with you.

Our information sessions are held at
Suite 102, 393 Tooronga Road, Hawthorn East, 3122.
Sunday 12th August 2018

5.00pm – 6.30pm

Tuesday 14th August 2018

7.00pm – 8.30pm

Wednesday 22nd August 2018

7.00pm – 8.30pm

Sunday 2nd September 2018

5.00pm – 6.30pm

Wednesday 12th September 2018

7.00pm – 8.30pm

Wednesday 10th October 2018

7.30pm – 9.00pm

Sunday 21st October 2018

5.00pm – 6.30pm

Wednesday 31st October 2018

7.30pm – 9.00pm

Sunday 11th November 2018

5.00pm – 6.30pm

Wednesday 21st November 2018

7.30pm – 9.00pm

Sunday 2nd December 2018

5.00pm – 6.30pm

Wednesday 12th December 2018

7.30pm – 9.00pm

Bookings are essential.
You can book your place by contacting the office on 9813 0277
or by using our online booking form.

HENDERSONS.COM.AU
HENDERSONS EDUCATIONAL SERVICES PTL LTD
SUITE 1.02, 391 - 393 Tooronga Road, Hawthorn East, 3123
Phone: 9813 0277

